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This invention relates to improvements in 
means for inserting and removing screws, bolts 
and nuts, and is equally applicable for either of 
such operations merely by selecting and applying 
a socket suited to the speci?c operation and the 
element to be inserted or removed. The invention 
is equally adapted for operation on wood screws, 
metal screws with round, square, hexagonal or 
other forms of heads and nuts of various shapes, 
and will simultaneously hold a screw with a 
washer next to the head. 
The invention is particularly adapted to the 

insertion or removal and retrieving of screws from 
con?ned spaces, and includes a replaceable socket 
which can be replaced by another socket for use 
either as a screw driver or as a wrench, there 
being included in sockets for non-slotted screw 
heads, locking means for locking the screw driver 
to the socket, while for slotted screw heads, the 
socket only centers the head while the screw 

I driver bit engaged in the screw driver slot in the 
head, and the gripping means will grip screw 
heads, nuts and washers within a considerable 
range of diameters, therefore a quite universal 
screw operating tool is provided. 
The screwhead gripping means automatically 

rotates the gripping means to a non-engaging 
position when the gripping sleeve is retracted and 
cannot be moved to engaging position until the 
sleeve is ?rst moved to a forward position. 
The objects and advantages of the invention 

are as follows: 
First, to provide a tool' for operation on 

threaded elements for insertion, application or 
removal, and which will grip and hold the ele 
ment during the operation. 

Second, to provide a tool as outlined with grip 
ping means which is automatically moved out of 
registry with a normal engaging position when 
retracted. 

Third, to provide a tool as outlined with re 
placeable sockets for operation on the heads and 
nuts of screws irrespective of their form. 

Fourth, to provide a tool as outlined which is 
adaptable for use as a screw driver or as a 
wrench, for adaptation to either, slotted, or non 
circular heads so that any type of screw, bolt or 
nut can be applied or removed, and in which the 
gripping means will function as retrieving means 
for con?ned areas. 

Fifth, to provide a tool as outlined which is of 
the utmost simplicity in construction and ar 
rangement, economical to manufacture, and easy 
and convenient to operate. 
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2 
In describing the invention reference will be 

had to the accompanying drawing, in which: 
Fig. 1 is a front elevation of the invention 

‘shown mostly in section, and showing the grip 
ping means in screw head gripping position. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary front elevation showing 
the gripping means in retracted and out-of-reg 
istry position, and with the gripping means con 
trol modi?ed. 

Fig. 3 is a front elevation, and Fig. 4 is a bot 
tom plan view of a replaceable socket for use with 
a hex head screw in which case the tool operates 
as a wrench. ' 

Fig. 5 is a modi?cation of Figs. 3 and 4 as used 
with slotted hex head screws, with the tool to 
function as a screw driver. 

Fig. 6 is a bottom view of a socket for use with 
wood screws and the like. 

Fig. '7 is a front elevation of Fig. 6. 
Fig. 8 is an enlarged section through any type 

of socket and. is taken on a line B-—8 of Fig. 1. ' ~ 
The invention includes a conventional screw 

driver in having operating means such as a 
handle H, and a bit l2, the shank l3 being suffi 
ciently long to accept the gripping unit M. 

This gripping unit consists of a main sleeve 
15 terminating at its upper end in an annular 
?ange l6 and being slidable on the shank l3. A 
spring barrel I1 is inwardly ?anged at its lower 
end as indicated at [8 and which ?ange engages 
the underside of the ?ange l 6 on the main sleeve. 
A collar I9 is inserted in the upper end of this 
barrel with interposed compression spring 20, and 
this upper end of the barrel with its collar I9 is 
?xed to the shank l3 as by a set screw 2| after 
adiusting for tension of the spring 20. Thus the 
main sleeve can slide upward in the barrel against 
the urgence of the spring, permitting advance 
of the screw driver relative to the main sleeve. 

slidable on this main sleeve is the gripping 
member consisting of a sleeve 22 which is slidable 
on the main sleeve and terminates at its lower end 
in a plurality of spring ?ngers 23, and having a. 
slot formed inwardly from the upper end with 
one side 24 straight to the lower end while the 
other side has a cam surface 25 at its lower end 
and continuing into a straight wall 26 parallel 
with the one side 24. The cooperative means for 
the cam surface and slot is shown in Fig. 1 as a 
bead 21 ?xed or formed on the outer surface of 
the main sleeve, while a modi?cation is shown in 
Fig. 2 in which a ?nger 28 projects from the lower 
end of the spring barrel and engages in the slot, 
the lower end 29 cooperating with the cam sur 
face 25 when the sleeve 22 is retracted. 
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Releasably securable on the lower end of the 
main sleeve is a socket 30 which has openings 
3| through which the spring ?ngers 23 engage 
the screw head or nut 32; this socket being formed 
to ?t over the speci?c head or nut to be operated 
upon, and having a hub 33 provided with an 
annular_ groove 34 in which a spring wire re 
tainer 35 is; seated, with one end oi" the wire 
bent in as indicated at 36 and passing through 
a hole 31 formed through the hub and engagingv 
in a hole 38 formed through the main sleeve, 
thus locking the socket to the-sleeve; 
A recess 39 is formed from‘ the; endv ofr'thez 

hub for insertion of a small rod under the spring 
lock adjacent to the bent down portion so that 
it can be pried out of the hole in the mainsleeve 
easily for removal of the socket. , ‘ 
For use with wood screws the type of socket 

shown in Figs. 6 and 7 is used, this socket being 
tapered as shown so as to accept heads of various 
diameters, and it‘can' also be used with non 
circular head screws when provided with a screw 
driver-slot: 
.For‘ use as a wrench, the socket is‘ made-to 

the-size and‘ cross-sectional shape of the nut 
or screw head" asillustrated in Figs. 3*‘and 4. 
Thisiwrenchtype of socket has a wall .49 inter 
medi'a‘te'it's length in which a‘ slot is-centrally 
formed as indicated at 4| through which the 
screw driver bit I2 projects-to turn the socket 
by the-screw driver. a 

- With the proper socket applied and locked 
in position, and with the spring fingers in’ the 
position shown in Fig. 2, the socket-is placed 
over the head of thescrew or nut; or the head of 
the screw or nut 32 is inserted in the socket, and 
vthe sleeve 22'is'then moved straight down to 
the position indicated at 23'. The sleeve 22 is 
then rotated until the opposite wall 25 of the 
slot engages the bead‘ 2'5 or ?nger'28, moving 
the: spring ?ngers around to spring into- the 
engaging‘slots?? as indicated at23", engaging 
under the head of the screw, or under the nut 
or'washer as the case may be. At this time the 
bit I2 may not‘engage in the screwdriver slot 
but with pressure on the handle I! it is forced 
down- against the action of the spring 20 and 
is limited as to relative axial movement by the 
space between the flange l B and the spring-when 
fully compressed, having movement just enough 
to permit operation on the screw to the‘ very 
end of the socket‘ for complete seating of " the 
screw. Undersuch- conditions the main sleeve 
and socketdo not rotate with the screw driver. 
When used as a wrench, the bit engages in 

the slot 4| and turns the socket and both sleeves 
with the screw-driver, the gripping action being 
the'same as with wood or slotted screws. 

1. A' screw driver having a shank and'a bit; 
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4 
a main sleeve slidable on said shank and spring 
urging means cooperative between said shank 
and said main sleeve for urging retraction of 
the shank in said main sleeve and including 
engaging means cooperative between the shank 
and the sleeve for limiting retraction; a second 
sleeve slidable on said main sleeve and having 
a slot;formed from the; upper end‘v with a cam 
surface formed at the lower end’ of the slot, and 
engaging means cooperative with said cam sur 
face for causing relative rotation of said sleeves 
when said. second; sleeve is retracted, and spring 
fingersformedcat the other end of said second 
sleeve-and being moved to a neutral position 

.. throughsaidrelative rotation. 

2. A structure as de?ned in claim 1; a socket 
having slots. formed in the sides thereof for 
passage of the ends of said fingers and releasably 
attachable to the lower end of said main sleeve. 

3. A structure as de?ned in claim 2; said 
socket having 'a- cross wall intermediate its'length 
and provided, with’ an‘ axial screw driver; slot 
for‘ engaging‘ with; the; bit‘: end of the screw 
driver for rotationv oiithe‘ socket by thescrew 
driver, whereby the: screwdriver is. converted 
into a- wrench. - ; : ~ 

4; A convertible-to.o1:_comprising; a: screw driver 
having a shankandrzabit'; a main sleeveslidable 
on;_said shank; a SDI'iI'IQ‘ibaI'I‘EL?XQd at its upper 
end to said shank'gand havingraninturned ?ange 
to engage an annular ?ange-formed on theupper 
end ofisaidpmainisleeyec and arspring' in said 
springbarrel cooperating between the: upper; end 
of‘ the spring; barreliandi said annular; ?ange 

- for vretraction -_ of;.' thezshank in said main sleeve; 
a; gripping s1eeve_;slidable on; said main sleeve 
and terminating :at its lower. end in spring ?ngers 
and;;having "a: slot’. formed downwardly from its 
upper. end withitheslower end havinganlangular 
cam, surface‘ and, means on. said main sleeve 
cooperative with‘the; walls of said slot. and with 
said cam surfacesfor- rotating, said gripping sleeve 
when‘ the," gripping, sleeve is axially retracted 
and for limitingrotation to- a predetermined 
degree, and a socket mountedon the-lower end 
of. said main. sleeve-and including means. for 
releasably securing; the-socket against relative 
rotation. , , . . 
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